
Stage 1 
U Turn 

 

TARGETS: (14) USPSA Paper                                                              COMSTOCK 

SCORED RDS & POINTS  AVAILABLE  (28/140)                          LONG COURSE 

SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper       START SIGNAL:   Audible           STOP SIGNAL:   Last Shot  

PENALTIES:  -10  miss,  -10 each procedural error, -10 each No-Shoot hit      

STAGE DESIGNER: Donnie 

Rules: USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, current edition 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE PROCEDURE:   Starting position is standing behind the drums with one hand on the on each 

drum. Handgun is loaded and holstered as per ready condition 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.  PCC start position is 

standing at barrels, facing targets, stock on belt, muzzle pointed between barrels, loaded carbine held in 

both hands with safety on. At the audible signal, engage all targets as available from within the fault lines 



Stage 2 
Across 

 

TARGETS: (8) USPSA Paper (2) Poppers (5) Plates                  COMSTOCK 

SCORED RDS & POINTS  AVAILABLE  (23/115)                LONG COURSE 

SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper & Steel must fall to = 1 A hit       START SIGNAL:   Audible           

STOP SIGNAL:   Last Shot  

PENALTIES:  -10  miss,  -10 each procedural error, -10 each No-Shoot hit      

STAGE DESIGNER: Donnie 

Rules: USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, current edition 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE PROCEDURE:   Starting position is standing in the box with your hands relaxed at your sides. 

Handgun is loaded and holstered as per ready condition 8.1.1 and 8.1.2. PCC start position is standing 

inside the box, facing downrange, stock on belt, muzzle downrange, loaded carbine held in both hands 

with safety on.  At the audible signal, engage all targets as available from within the fault lines. 



Stage 3 
Long way around 

 

TARGETS: (14) USPSA Paper                                                              COMSTOCK 

SCORED RDS & POINTS  AVAILABLE  (28/140)                          LONG COURSE 

SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper       START SIGNAL:   Audible           STOP SIGNAL:   Last Shot  

PENALTIES:  -10  miss,  -10 each procedural error, -10 each No-Shoot hit      

STAGE DESIGNER: Donnie 

Rules: USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, current edition 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE PROCEDURE:   Starting position is seated at the table. Handgun is loaded and holstered as per 

ready condition 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.  PCC: Carbine will be placed on table, loaded, muzzle downrange, safety 

on.  At the audible signal, engage all targets as available from within the fault lines 



Stage 4 
Confused 

 

TARGETS: (14) USPSA Paper                                                              COMSTOCK 

SCORED RDS & POINTS  AVAILABLE  (28/140)                          LONG COURSE 

SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper       START SIGNAL:   Audible           STOP SIGNAL:   Last Shot  

PENALTIES:  -10  miss,  -10 each procedural error, -10 each No-Shoot hit      

STAGE DESIGNER: Donnie 

Rules: USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, current edition 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE PROCEDURE:   Starting position is standing in the box with your hands relaxed your sides. 

Handgun is loaded and holstered as per ready condition 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.  PCC start position is standing 

inside the box, facing downrange, stock on belt, muzzle downrange, loaded carbine held in both hands 

with safety on.   At the audible signal, engage all targets as available from within the fault lines 
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RULES: COURSE DESIGNER:USPSA Handgun Competition Rules, current edition

START POSITION:

STAGE PROCEDURE SCORING
SCORING:
TARGETS:

SCORED HITS:
START - STOP:

PENALTIES:

CM 99-48 Tight Squeeze
 Joe Hudson—Modifications by US Design Team

Standing in Box A facing targets, both wrists above respective shoulders. Handgun is loaded and
holstered as per ready condition in rule 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.

Virginia Count, 12 rounds, 60 points
3 Metric
Best 4/paper
Audible - Last shot
Per current edition of USPSA Handgun
Competition Rules
Failure to perform mandatory reload will
result in one procedural penalty per
shot fired.

Set paper targets to 5 feet high at
shoulders. Hard cover on T3 is even with edges of A
zone. No-shoots are placed on T1 and T2 so that they

Upon start signal, from Box A, engage T1-T3 with only
two rounds per target, then make a mandatory reload and
from Box A re-engage T1-T3 with only two rounds per target.

are the same height and that the perforation line of the
A zone is overlapped by the perforation of the non-
scoring border of the no-shoot. Box A is 3 feet by 3 feet.



CM 99-48  Tight Squeeze 
 
Written Stage Briefing 
 
Tight Squeeze is a 12 round, 60 point Virginia Count classifier course. There are 3 
metric targets. The best 4 hits per paper will score.  The start signal is audible. 
 
The start position is standing in Box A, facing targets, wrists above respective 
shoulders. Handgun is loaded and holstered  
PCC start position is standing in Box A, facing downrange, stock on belt, muzzle 
downrange, loaded carbine held in both hands with safety on. 

On the audible start signal, from within the fault lines, engage T1-T3 with only 
two rounds per target, then make a mandatory reload and re-engage T1-T3 with 
only two rounds per target. 
 
 
 
 

 



Stage 6 
Backwards 

 

TARGETS: (12) USPSA Paper                                                              COMSTOCK 

SCORED RDS & POINTS  AVAILABLE  (24/120)                          LONG COURSE 

SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper       START SIGNAL:   Audible           STOP SIGNAL:   Last Shot  

PENALTIES:  -10  miss,  -10 each procedural error, -10 each No-Shoot hit      

STAGE DESIGNER: Donnie 

Rules: USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, current edition 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE PROCEDURE:   Starting position is toes touching marks on the left corner of fault lines, with 

your wrist above your shoulders, facing uprange.  Handgun is loaded and holstered as per ready condition 

8.1.1 and 8.1.2.  PCC start position is on the left corner of fault lines, facing downrange, stock on belt, 

muzzle at low ready pointed downrange, loaded carbine held in both hands with safety on.  At the audible 

signal, turn then draw and engage all targets as available from within the fault line. 



Stage 7 
Cross up 

 
This stage will be used ONLY if advance registration exceeds 85 
shooters.  If so, you will be notified via email Thursday night. 

 

TARGETS: (10 USPSA Paper (4) Poppers                                 COMSTOCK 

SCORED RDS & POINTS  AVAILABLE  (24/120)                LONG COURSE 

SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper & Steel must fall to = 1 A hit       START SIGNAL:   Audible           

STOP SIGNAL:   Last Shot  

PENALTIES:  -10  miss,  -10 each procedural error, -10 each No-Shoot hit       

STAGE DESIGNER: Donnie 

Rules: USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, current edition 

 
 

 

STAGE PROCEDURE:   Starting position is standing at either the left or the right side of the wall with 

your back to the wall.  Handgun is loaded and holstered as per ready condition 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.  PCC start 

position is standing at either the left or the right side of the wall facing the wall, stock on belt, muzzle at 

low ready pointed toward wall, loaded carbine held in both hands with safety on. At the audible signal, 

turn then draw and  engage all targets as available from within the fault line. 


